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REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL 

Reference No: RFP 2020/01 

 

DOCUMENTING THE LESSONS LEARNED FROM, AND GOOD PRACTICES ON, CONTINUITY OF COMMUNITY-

BASED HIV SERVICE DELIVERY DESPITE COVID-19 PANDEMIC ACROSS THE ASIA REGION 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

APCOM hereby invites RFP from individual professionals or firms for a consultancy assignment to Website 

development for APCOM (www.apcom.org) 

 

APCOM works to improve the health and rights of gay men, other men who have sex with men and SOGIESC 

people across Asia and the Pacific.  Based in Bangkok, APCOM is a not-for-profit organisation representing and 

working with a network of individuals and community-based organisations across 38 countries in Asia and the 

Pacific.  

 

APCOM has a primary focus on HIV because it is a key health issue for gay men and other men who have sex with 

men in the region. APCOM also addresses other related health issues for our communities such as sexual health, 

mental health and drug use.  

 

APCOM also focuses on improving relevant human and legal rights across the region as discrimination, stigma, 

criminalisation and exclusion impact on the health outcomes of the communities we serve. 

In order to prepare a responsive proposal, interested consultants or firms are expected to examine in detail the 

RFP documents: 

Annex 1. Proposal Instruction Sheet (PIS) 

Annex 2. Terms of Reference (TOR) 

Annex 3. Evaluation Methodology and Criteria  

Annex 4. Format of Technical Proposal  

Annex 5. Format of Financial Proposal  

Annex 6. Proposed Sample of Contract  

 

The interested consultants or firms will be selected based on the Evaluation Methodology and Criteria 

indicated in Annex 3.  

 

This letter is not to be construed in any way as an offer to contract.  

 

Yours sincerely,                                  

APCOM Secretariat 
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Annex 1. Proposal Instruction Sheet (PIS) 

 

No. Instruction to Proposers Specific Requirements 

1 Deadline for Submission of 

Proposals 

Date and Time: 14 August 2020, Friday 6:00 PM, BKK GMT+7 

City and Country: Bangkok, Thailand (for local time reference, 

see www.greenwichmeantime.com 

This is an absolute deadline, the proposal received after this date 

and time will be rejected.   

2 Manner of Submission ☒  Electronic submission of Proposal (PDF converted file) only 

3 Address for Proposal 

Submission  

Your offer comprising of technical proposal and financial proposal 

must be entirely separated and submitted in two (2) different files 

with clear subject as [Financial Proposal: RFP Ref No: 2020/01 ] 

and [Technical Proposal: RFP Ref No:2020/01 ]  

 

Both the proposals should reach the following email address 

Technical Proposal:  JoinUs@apcom.org 

Finance Proposal: finance@apcom.org 

 

Deadline: 14 August 2020, Friday 6:00 PM, BKK GMT+7 

4 Language of the Proposal English. The Proposal, as well as related correspondence, should 

be written in English. 

5 Proposal Currencies USD 

6 Proposal Validity Period 

commencing after the 

deadline for submission of 

proposals 

30 days 

7 Technical proposal Technical proposal shall not include any financial information. A 

technical proposal containing financial information may be 

declared non-responsive. Consultants or firms must use the forms 

listed in this RFP. 

8 Financial proposal The financial proposal shall be prepared using the proposed RFP 

forms (can add rows for new line items) 

9 Clarifications of solicitation 

documents 

Requests for clarification shall be submitted 3 days before the 

deadline for submission of the proposal. 

10 Contact address for 

requesting clarifications on 

the solicitation documents 

Requests for clarification should be addressed to the e-mail 

address:  vanessk@apcom.org 

Proposers must not communicate with any other personnel of 

APCOM regarding this RFP. 

http://www.greenwichmeantime.com/
mailto:JoinUs@apcom.org
mailto:finance@apcom.org
mailto:%20vanessk@apcom.org
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This Email Address is for clarifications only. Do not send or copy 

your proposal to this e-mail address, doing so will disqualify your 

proposal. 

11 Opening of proposals APCOM will open the Technical Proposals in the presence of an 

Evaluation Committee formed in accordance with its Operational 

Manual. 

12 Evaluation Refer to Annex 3 

13 Negotiation Negotiation in the RFP is allowed with the short-listed suppliers  

only.  

14 Award of contract APCOM reserves the right to accept or reject any Proposal and to 

annul the solicitation process and reject all Proposals at any time 

prior to award of the contract, without any obligation to provide 

any notice, explanation or justification, therefore. 

 

Prior to the expiration of the period of Proposal validity, APCOM 

will award the contract to consultant/firm who obtains the 

highest score according to the Evaluation Methodology and 

Criteria. 

15 Confidentiality Information relating to the evaluation of Proposals and 

recommendations concerning awards shall not be disclosed to the 

Consultants who submitted the Proposals or to other persons not 

officially concerned with the process, until the publication of the 

award of Contract. The undue use by any Consultant of 

confidential information related to the process may result in the 

rejection of its Proposal. 
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Annex 2.  TERMS OF REFERENCE 
1. Position Details 

Position Title : Consultant  
To document lessons learned from, and good practices on, continuity of 
community-based HIV service delivery despite COVID-19 pandemic across 
the Asia region 
 

Contract Period : 15 days between August 2020 to 15 September 2020 

Reports to : Executive Director, APCOM 
Location : APCOM Secretariat 

Bangkok, Thailand 

 
2. Background 

2.a. About APCOM 
 
APCOM is a not-for-profit regional organisation based in Bangkok, Thailand, representing and working 
with a network of individuals and community-based organisations across 38 countries in Asia and the 
Pacific.   
 
APCOM works to improve the health and rights of gay men, other men who have sex with men and 
SOGIESC people across Asia and the Pacific.  
 
APCOM has a primary focus on HIV because it is a key health issue for gay men and other men who have 
sex with men in the region. APCOM also address other related health issues for our communities such as 
sexual health, mental health and drug use. 
 
APCOM also focuses on improving relevant human and legal rights across the region as discrimination, 
stigma, criminalization and exclusion impact on the health outcomes of the communities we serve. 
 
2.b. About the Consultancy Assignment 
This assignment is one of the activities under APCOM’s TestBKK campaign. LINKAGES support APCOM to 
produce several HIV-related social and behavior change communications (SBCC) products. TestBKK has 
continued to reach out to young men who have sex with men (YMSM) in Bangkok and other LINKAGES 
Thailand sites, using a strategic mix of online platforms and a wide range of online and offline community 
mobilization activities to increase the demand for HIV testing and counseling (HTC) and HIV pre-exposure 
prophylaxis (PrEP) in Thailand. In 2020 TestBKK’s online outreach and demand generation objectives 
remain to increase the awareness of YMSM about HIV prevention and testing-related resources, to create 
the consideration to get tested, and to encourage action relating to HIV prevention and testing.  
 
However, the COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted the HIV service deliveries by community-based 
organisations. It significantly affected the HIV work, most especially at the country level. Government 
lockdowns and safety measures requiring the population mandatory quarantine have resulted to 
community outreach worker not being able to work, closures of some clinics, and posed challenges to key 
population’s access to HIV services especially the life-saving ART. Although some community-led health 
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facilities remain operating, there is a shortage of personal protective equipment (PPE) for its staff and 
clients such as hand sanitizers or alcohol and face masks. 
 
The pandemic also has its effects on the HIV programming affecting HIV service delivery. Some 
community-led HIV services are transformed into COVID-19 testing facilities. Some country-level funding 
originally allotted to HIV services are shifted to purchasing of COVID-19 test kits and PPEs. 
 

3. Scope of Work 
The consultant will undertake and lead the following: 
 
3.1. Organise interviews with identified key informant community-based organisations and key 

population networks at country* levels to document the following: 
a. Lessons learned and good practices in relation to CBOs’s response to COVID-19; 
b. Effects of COVID-19 to HIV service delivery and national HIV programming; 
c. Level of investments made for KP-programmes, capacity building initiatives for KP networks, 

and advocacies for enabling legal environments under the Regional Operating Plans for each 
respective country; 

3.2. Review and analyse the information gathered from the interviewees into country case studies; 
3.3. Consolidate information into a regional report with concrete recommendations. 
 
*APCOM and selected consultant will jointly identify the countries. 
 
4. Knowledge and Skill Requirements 

Experience and Technical Knowledge: 

• Extensive experience in HIV programming and strategy development 

• Demonstrated experience in HIV responses in Asia and the Pacific, including through advocacy 
and capacity development and institutional strengthening for community organisations 

• Knowledge/experience of community-based HIV service delivery models  

• Experience in qualitative as well as quantitative methods and theory development 

• Demonstrated experience in working with community-based organisations, civil society and key 
populations 

• Excellent writing skills and research experience in developing analysis and reports on key 
population related issues 
 

Desirable 

• Technical experience in public health program management 
 
 
Approved 

Executive Director 

July 2020 
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ANNEX 3. Evaluation Methodology and Criteria 

Evaluation Methodology: Combined Technical and Financial Proposal 

 

The weight of Technical Proposal is 80 percent with 700 maximum points. Any technical proposal with a 

score below 65% is rejected, and the financial file will remain unopened at the end of the selection 

process. 

 

The Technical Proposal calculation is as follow: (80 (% technical proposal weight) x Company total points) 

/ 100 (maximum points) = X% 

The weight of Financial proposal is 20% with a maximum of 200 points 

The Financial Proposal calculation is as follow: 

Lowest bid proposed = maximum points = 200 

Other bids are calculated as follow: (200 (maximum points) x lowest price evaluated) / price under 

consideration = number of point 

 

The Proposals will be ranked according to their Combined Technical and Financial Proposal scores. The 

proposals achieving the highest combined score will be invited for Negotiation and Contract Award. 
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THE TECHINCAL PROPOSAL: 

The quality of each technical proposal will be evaluated in accordance with the following technical 

evaluation criteria and the associated weighting (total possible value of 700 points):  

 

Expertise and Capability of Consultant/Firm Points 
obtainable  

A One-Page Letter Of Interest to Submit Proposal for the assignment. 100 

B 

A List of the Past and ongoing assignment/project details with results (relevant to the 
proposed assignment) 

• Soft copies or link of previous work: Training package, module, guide/manual, 
workshop reports 

100 

C 

1. Approach & Methodology 
o Establishing approach, objectives and expected results (same as mentioned 

in the ToR) 
o Plan, methodology, and techniques (adapting adult learning cycle) 
o Proposed outline of the report    
o Timeline/work plan (with defined milestones) 

 
300 

D 
Quality Assurance and Monitoring 

o Strategy/Steps for quality control and check  
o Measuring success indicators (before, during and after the training) 

100 

F 

Detailed CV/Profile of the consultant/firm (Detail any specialized knowledge that may 
be applied to the performance of the TOR. Include experiences in the region.  

• Minimum 3 references (Name, organization, nature of business/association, email 
address)  

100 

  65% of 700 pts = 455 pts needed to pass technical  700 
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ANNEX 4. Format of Technical Proposal 
 
PLEASE USE THIS FORMAT FOR THE TECHNICAL PROPOSAL.  
The Technical Proposal should include the following details, 
 
Covering Letter (use the sample provided, please submit signed copy with organization seal)  
 
To:                                                                                                                Date: 
APCOM Foundation                                  
48 Soi Udomsuk 13, Bangna-Nua 
Bangna, Bangkok, 10260 
 
We, the undersigned, hereby are pleased to submit the Technical Proposal in response to the RFP Reference 
number (XXX).  
 
We, the undersigned, declare that we have read and understood the Terms of Reference, evaluation 
method, sample contract. We at this moment declare that all the information and statements made in this 
Proposal are true and accept that any misinterpretation contained in it may lead to our disqualification.  
 
We have followed the Proposal Instruction Sheet and accordingly prepared our submission. We understand 
that you are not bound to accept the lowest evaluated proposal or any other proposal that you may 
receive. 
 
Signed: _______ [insert date of signing] 
Name: _____ [insert complete name] 
Position: 
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ANNEX 5. Format of Financial Proposal 
 
Finance Proposal  
 

The Financial Proposal must be prepared and submitted as a separate PDF file from the rest of the RFP 

response as indicated in (Annex 1). The components comprising the total price must provide sufficient 

detail to allow APCOM to determine compliance of proposal with requirements as per TOR of this RFP.  

 

Instructions: 

• Use the most recent daily consultancy rate (attach evidence, recent contract) 

• Include airfare round trip (only economy) and daily stay and allowance estimated cost.  

• Include any other ground travel or incidentals expected expenses based on your experience 

• Please provide explanation/notes for each line item for clarity during evaluation 

• Include any tax (%) applicable to this assignment as per your country law. 

 

Company:  

Budget Code: 

Assignment Title:   

Contract Period:  

Task (as mentioned in the ToR) Number 

of days 

Daily 

rate 

 Amount 

(USD)  

 Payment 

Schedule  

Notes 

A. Consultancy Fees 

Deliverable 1:  

Submission of methodology and 

revised timelines (TBD) 

0 0                -      20% 1st  

Payment 

Deliverable 2:  

Project related survey 

questionnaires 

0 0                -      20% 2nd  

Payment 

Deliverable 3:  

First draft  Road Map ,detailed 

and comprehensive report not 

limitted to project related 

success stories,challenges and 

obstacles (TBD) 

0 0                -      30% 3rd  

Payment 

Deliverable 4: 

Incorporating the feedback and 

submitting final report (TBD) 

0 0                -      30% 4th  

Payment 
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Deliverable 5: 0 0                -      

Sub total                     -        

Is there any tax applicable  VAT                    -        

Total A                    -        

B. Operational Cost 

Airfare round trip to and from 

duty station 

          

Living allowance           

Terminal cost (ground travel)         This is just an 

estimation, will 

be reimbursed 

based on 

actuals. 

Visa fees         

Other (specify):         

          

Sub total                -        

X% VAT                    -        

Total B                    -        

GRAND TOTAL (A+B)                     -        

 

 

 

 

Signature of Financial Proposal 

____________________________  

Signature/Stamp of Entity/Date  

  

Name and position: 
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